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We construct the New Minimal Standard Model that incorporates the new discoveries of physics beyond
the Minimal Standard Model (MSM): Dark Energy, non-baryonic Dark Matter, neutrino masses, as well as
baryon asymmetry and cosmic inflation, adopting the principle of minimal particle content and the most general
renormalizable Lagrangian. We base the model purely on empirical facts rather than aesthetics. We need only
six new degrees of freedom beyond the MSM. It is free from excessive flavor-changing effects, CP violation,
too-rapid proton decay, problems with electroweak precision data, and unwanted cosmological relics. Any
model of physics beyond the MSM should be measured against the phenomenological success of this model.

The last several years have brought us revolutionary new
insights into fundamental physics: the discovery of Dark En-
ergy, neutrino masses and bi-large mixings, a solid case for
non-baryonic Dark Matter, and mounting evidence for cosmic
inflation. It is now clear that the age-tested Minimal Standard
Model (MSM) is incomplete and needs to be expanded.

There exist many possible directions to go beyond the
MSM: supersymmetry, extra dimensions, extra gauge symme-
tries (e.g., grand unification), etc. They are motivated to solve
aesthetic and theoretical problems of the MSM, but not nec-
essarily to address empirical problems. It is embarrassing that
all currently proposed frameworks have some phenomenolog-
ical problems, e.g., excessive flavor-changing effects, CP vio-
lation, too-rapid proton decay, disagreement with electroweak
precision data, and unwanted cosmological relics.

In this letter, we advocate a different and conservative ap-
proach to physics beyond the MSM. We include the minimal
number of new degrees of freedom to accommodate convinc-
ing (e.g., > 5σ) evidence for physics beyond the MSM. We do
not pay attention to aesthetic problems, such as fine-tuning,
the hierarchy problem, etc. We stick to the principle of min-
imality seriously to write down the Lagrangian that explains
everything we know. We call such a model the New Minimal
Standard Model (NMSM). In fact, the MSM itself had been
constructed in this spirit, and it is a useful exercise to follow
through with the same logic at the advent of the major dis-
coveries we have witnessed. Of course, we require it to be a
consistent Lorentz-invariant renormalizable four-dimensional
quantum field theory, the way the MSM was constructed.

We should not forget that the MSM is a tremendous success
of the twentieth century physics. It is a gauge theory based
on the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group, has three
generations of quarks and leptons, one doublet Higgs boson,
and a completely general renormalizable Lagrangian one can
write down. We also add classical gravity for completeness.
The Lagrangian can be written down in a few lines (we omit
the metric factor

√
−g):
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1
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1
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#
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u QiUjH̃ + hij

d QiDjH + hij
l LiEjH + c.c.

$

.(1)

Here, MPl = 2.4× 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck constant,
H̃ = iσ2H∗, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are generation indices. It
is quite remarkable that the nineteen physically independent
parameters in these few lines explain nearly all phenomena
we have observed in our universe.

Using the principle of minimal particle content, we attempt
to construct the NMSM. It is supposed to be the complete the-
ory up to the Planck scale unless experiments guide us oth-
erwise. What is such a theory? We claim we need only four
new particles beyond the MSM to construct the NMSM, two
Majorana spinors and two real scalars, or six degrees of free-
dom. Note that all components we add to the MSM had been
used elsewhere in the literature. What is new in our model is
that (1) it is inclusive, namely it covers all the recent impor-
tant discoveries listed below, and (2) it is consistent, namely
that different pieces do not conflict with each other or with the
empirical constraints. Even though the latter may not appear
an important point, it is worth recalling that incorporating two
attractive ideas often leads to tensions and/or conflict, e.g.,
supersymmetry and electroweak baryogenesis because of the
constraints from the electric dipole moments, axion dark mat-
ter and string theory because of the cosmological overabun-
dance, leptogenesis and supersymmetry because of the grav-
itino problem, etc. We find it remarkable and encouraging that
none of the elements we add to the MSM cause tensions nor
conflicts which we will verify explicitly in the letter.

What physics do we need to incorporate into the NMSM
that is lacking in the MSM? Here is the list:
• Dark Matter has been suggested as a necessary ingredient
of cosmology for various reasons. There is now compelling
evidence for a non-baryonic matter component [1].
• Dark Energy is needed based on the concordance of data
from cosmic microwave anisotropy [1], galaxy clusters (see,
e.g., [2]), and high-redshift Type-IA supernovae [3, 4].
• Atmospheric [5] and solar neutrino oscillations [6] have
been established, with additional support from reactor anti-
neutrinos [7], demonstrating neutrino masses and mixings.
• The cosmic baryon asymmetry η = nB/s = 9.2+0.6
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number of new degrees of freedom to accommodate convinc-
ing (e.g., > 5σ) evidence for physics beyond the MSM. We do
not pay attention to aesthetic problems, such as fine-tuning,
the hierarchy problem, etc. We stick to the principle of min-
imality seriously to write down the Lagrangian that explains
everything we know. We call such a model the New Minimal
Standard Model (NMSM). In fact, the MSM itself had been
constructed in this spirit, and it is a useful exercise to follow
through with the same logic at the advent of the major dis-
coveries we have witnessed. Of course, we require it to be a
consistent Lorentz-invariant renormalizable four-dimensional
quantum field theory, the way the MSM was constructed.

We should not forget that the MSM is a tremendous success
of the twentieth century physics. It is a gauge theory based
on the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group, has three
generations of quarks and leptons, one doublet Higgs boson,
and a completely general renormalizable Lagrangian one can
write down. We also add classical gravity for completeness.
The Lagrangian can be written down in a few lines (we omit
the metric factor
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Here, MPl = 2.4× 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck constant,
H̃ = iσ2H∗, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are generation indices. It
is quite remarkable that the nineteen physically independent
parameters in these few lines explain nearly all phenomena
we have observed in our universe.

Using the principle of minimal particle content, we attempt
to construct the NMSM. It is supposed to be the complete the-
ory up to the Planck scale unless experiments guide us oth-
erwise. What is such a theory? We claim we need only four
new particles beyond the MSM to construct the NMSM, two
Majorana spinors and two real scalars, or six degrees of free-
dom. Note that all components we add to the MSM had been
used elsewhere in the literature. What is new in our model is
that (1) it is inclusive, namely it covers all the recent impor-
tant discoveries listed below, and (2) it is consistent, namely
that different pieces do not conflict with each other or with the
empirical constraints. Even though the latter may not appear
an important point, it is worth recalling that incorporating two
attractive ideas often leads to tensions and/or conflict, e.g.,
supersymmetry and electroweak baryogenesis because of the
constraints from the electric dipole moments, axion dark mat-
ter and string theory because of the cosmological overabun-
dance, leptogenesis and supersymmetry because of the grav-
itino problem, etc. We find it remarkable and encouraging that
none of the elements we add to the MSM cause tensions nor
conflicts which we will verify explicitly in the letter.

What physics do we need to incorporate into the NMSM
that is lacking in the MSM? Here is the list:
• Dark Matter has been suggested as a necessary ingredient
of cosmology for various reasons. There is now compelling
evidence for a non-baryonic matter component [1].
• Dark Energy is needed based on the concordance of data
from cosmic microwave anisotropy [1], galaxy clusters (see,
e.g., [2]), and high-redshift Type-IA supernovae [3, 4].
• Atmospheric [5] and solar neutrino oscillations [6] have
been established, with additional support from reactor anti-
neutrinos [7], demonstrating neutrino masses and mixings.
• The cosmic baryon asymmetry η = nB/s = 9.2+0.6
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SM Lagrangian

Based on local gauge principle
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lattice = 0.733±0.029

B
K

fit = 0.866±0.086

~1.5s

alternatively  e
K
 calls 

for large A and h

h = 0.383±0.027 h = 0.341±0.015 

no sin2b no e
K

Overall features of EWPT

Measurement Fit |Omeas−Ofit|/σmeas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

Δαhad(mZ)Δα(5) 0.02758 ± 0.00035 0.02766
mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
ΓZ [GeV]ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4957
σhad [nb]σ0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.477
RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.744
AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01640
Al(Pτ)Al(Pτ) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1479
RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21585
RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1722
AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1037
AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0741
AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1479
sin2θeffsin2θlept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.392 ± 0.029 80.371
ΓW [GeV]ΓW [GeV] 2.147 ± 0.060 2.091
mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 171.4 ± 2.1 171.7

Beyond Standard Model – p. 44/??

Almost Perfect !

EWPT & CKM



Only Higgs (~SM) and Nothing 
Else So Far at the LHC

All the interactions except for 
gravity are described by 

Quantum Gauge Theories !



Success of SM
• Success of the Standard Model of Particle Physics lies in “local 

gauge symmetry” without imposing any internal global symmetries 


• electron stability : U(1)em gauge invariance, electric charge 
conservation


• proton longevity : baryon # is an accidental sym of the SM, and 
proton is a composite of 3 quarks


• No gauge singlets in the SM 


• All the SM fermions chiral > we can understand the origin of their 
masses through the nonzero Higgs VEV



Lessons for Model Building

• Specify local gauge sym, matter contents and 
their representations under local gauge group

• Write down all the operators upto dim-4

• Check anomaly cancellation

• Consider accidental global symmetries (B, Li)

• Look for nonrenormalizable operators that 
break/conserve the accidental symmetries of 
the model



• If there are spin-1 particles, extra care 
should be paid : need an agency which 
provides mass to the spin-1 object

• Check if you can write Yukawa couplings to 
the observed fermion

• One may have to introduce additional Higgs 
doublets with new gauge interaction if you 
consider new chiral gauge symmetry (Ko, 
Omura, Yu on chiral U(1)’ model for top FB 
asymmetry)

• Impose various constraints and study 
phenomenology



Occam’s Razor

• A principle of parsimony, economy, or 
succinctness!

• It states that among competing hypotheses, 
the one that makes the fewest assumptions 
should be selected!

• SM with one Higgs doublet satisfies this 
principle, as we will see

See wikipedia for more details



Totalitarian Principle

• In quantum mechanics, everything not forbidden 
is compulsory (Gell-Mann)!

• Any interaction which is not forbidden by a 
small number of simple conservation laws is not 
only allowed, but must be included in the sum 
over all "paths" which contribute to the 
outcome of the interaction!

• What can happen will happen



•  severely constrained by the same
  sign top pair production. 
   - the t-channel scalar exchange   
     model has a similar constraint.  

Z’ model 
•  assume large flavor-offdiagonal coupling and
 small diagonal couplings. 

•  In general, could have different couplings to  
  the top and antitop quarks. 

•  light Z′ is favored from the Mtt  
  distribution.  

Jung, Murayama, Pierce, Wells, PRD81



Same sign top pair production at LHC 

Aguilar-Saavedra, TOP2011

CMS: σ(pp→tt(j))<17 pb at 95C.L. 
ATLAS: σ(pp→tt(j))<4 pb at 95C.L. 
CMS, JHEP1108; ATLAS-CONF-2011-169

•  the t-channel Z′ or scalar exchange models are excluded? – No. 

Same sign top pair production at LHC 

CMS: σ(pp→tt(j))<17 pb at 95C.L. 
ATLAS: σ(pp→tt(j))<2 pb at 95C.L. 
CMS, JHEP1108; ATLAS, 1202.5520

•  the t-channel Z′ or scalar exchange models are excluded? 

•  the answer is NO. 



However, the story is not so simple 
for models with vector bosons that 
have chiral couplings with the SM 
fermions !

Chiral U(1)’ model (Ko, Omura, Yu)

(1) arXiv:1108.0350, PRD (2012) 
(2) arXiv:1108.4005, JHEP 1201 (2012) 147
(3) arXiv:1205.0407, EPJC 73 (2013) 2269
(4) arXiv:1212.4607, JHEP 1303 (2013) 151



What is the problem of the 
original Z’ model ?

LY = �Y
U
ij QLiH̃URj � Y

D
ij QLiHDRj +H.c.

Gauge invariant : OK!
Not gauge 
invariant

No Yukawa’s for up-type quarks: 
MASSLESS TOP QUARK !

How to cure this problem ?

This problem is independent of top FCNC



Answer : Extend Higgs sector

LY = �Y
U
ij QLiH̃URj � Y

D
ij QLiHDRj +H.c.

LY = �Y
U
ijkQLiH̃kURj � Y

D
ij QLiHDRj +H.c.

Hk : U(1) charged

Gauge invariant : OK!
Not gauge 
invariant

Mandatory to extend Higgs sector!
Z’ only model does not exist!

# of U(1)’-charged new Higgs doublets depend on 
U(1)’ charge assigments to the RH up quarks



•  2 Higgs doublet model : 

∝ the fermion mass 

1 2 3( , , ) (0,0,1)u u u =

Flavor-dependent U(1)′ model 



1. Z′ dominant scenario 

2. Higgs dominant scenario 

3. Mixed scenario 

cf. Babu, Frank, Rai, PRL107(2011)

cf. Jung, Murayama, Pierce, Wells, PRD81(2010) , ,Z h a!

Z !

2( ) , ,
4

u
aRut

X tu tu
g g Y Yα
π

#
=

Top-antitop pair production 

Destructive interference 
between Z’ and h,a for the 
same sign pair production 
(Ko, Omura, Yu)



Z′+h+a case 

145 GeVZm ! =

180 GeVhm =

300 GeVam =

1.1a
tuY =

Favored region 

•  destructive interference between Z and Higgs bosons in the same signe top
  pair production. 

•  consistent with the CMS bound, but not with the ATLAS bound. 



AFB versus σtt 

126 GeVhm =

180 GeV< 1.5 TeVZm ! <

180 GeV< 1 TeVam <

0.005< 0.025Xα <

0.1<Y 0.5tu <

0.1<Y 1.5a
tu <

Still OK with new CMS data < 0.39 pb



SummarizingConclusions
• We constructed realistic Z’ models with additional 

Higgs doublets that are charged under U(1)’ : Based 
on local gauge symmetry, renormalizable, anomaly 
free and realistic Yukawa

• New spin-one boson (Z’) with chiral couplings to 
the SM fermion requires a new Higgs doublet that 
couples to the new Z’ 

• This is also true for axigluon, flavor SU(3)_R, W’, etc. 

• Our model can accommodate the top FB Asym @ 
Tevatron, the same sign top pair production, and the 
top CA@LHC 



New insight for 2HDM
• 2HDM : very popular scenarios for BSM with extended Higgs 

sectors


• No good reasons : (i) why not ? (ii) tree-level rho parameter 
=1, (iii) Type II is motivated by MSSM, (iv) …


• 2HDM (and multi-HDM) could be natural if there are new 
chiral U(1)H symmetries (see hep-ph/1204.4588, PLB; 
1309.7156, JHEP; 1405.2138, JHEP;1502.00262, JHEP; 
1601.00586, JHEP, all with Yuji Omura and Chaehyun Yu)


• dim-2 soft Z2 breaking in the usual 2HDM is replaced by 
U(1)H symmetry breaking in this new approach



Some Thoughts
• Appraisal of local gauge symmetry : well tested in the SM, 

and could be relevant to DM physics

• Scale symmetry (?) : probably the only way to understand 
the origin of mass (especially the masses of scalar bosons 
and Dirac fermions)

• Pure gauge singlet (?) : all the known particles carry some 
gauge charges, and no singlet particle found yet in Nature

• Why is there no higher dim representation of gauge group 
for matter fields ? And why no scalars found other than H?

And of course a lot of questions you can ask !



DM searches @ colliders : 
Beyond the EFT and 

simplified DM models 

- S. Baek, P. Ko, M. Park, WIPark, C.Yu, arXiv:1506.06556, PLB (2016)
- P. Ko and Hiroshi Yokoya, arXiv:1603.04737, JHEP (2016)
- P. Ko, A. Natale, M. Park, H. Yokoya, arXiv:1605.07058, JHEP(2017)
- P. Ko and Jinmian Li, arXiv:1610.03997, PLB (2017) 
- and more recent works

Talk by Jinmian Li on Fri
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• Appraisal of local gauge symmetry : well tested in the SM, 

and could be relevant to DM physics

• Scale symmetry (?) : probably the only way to understand 
the origin of mass (especially the masses of scalar bosons 
and Dirac fermions)

• Pure gauge singlet (?) : all the known particles carry some 
gauge charges, and no singlet particle found yet in Nature

• Why is there no higher dim representation of gauge group 
for matter fields ? And why no scalars found other than H?

And of course a lot of questions you can ask !



Model I (Scalar Messenger)

• SM - Messenger - Hidden Sector QCD

• Assume classically scale invariant lagrangian --> No 
mass scale in the beginning

• Chiral Symmetry Breaking in the hQCD generates a 
mass scale, which is injected to the SM by “S”

SM Hidden 
QCD

Singlet 
Scalar S

������������

Hur, Ko, PRL (2011)



Appraisal of Scale Invariance

• May be the only way to understand the origin of mass 
dynamically (including spontaneous sym breaking)

• Without it, we can always write scalar mass terms for 
any scalar fields, and Dirac mass terms for Dirac 
fermions, the origin of which is completely unknown 

• Probably only way to control higher dimensional op’s 
suppressed by Planck scale



Model-II

Introduce a real singlet scalar S

Modified SM with classical scale symmetry

LSM = Lkin −
λH

4
(H†H)2 −

λSH

2
S2 H†H −

λS

4
S4

+
!

Q
i
HY D

ij Dj + Q
i
H̃Y U

ij U j + L
i
HY E

ij Ej

+ L
i
H̃Y N

ij N j + SN iT CY M
ij N j + h.c.

"

Hidden sector lagrangian with new strong interaction

Lhidden = −
1

4
GµνG

µν +
NHF
#

k=1

Qk(iD · γ − λkS)Qk

– p.42/50
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1

4
GµνG

µν +
NHF
#

k=1

Qk(iD · γ − λkS)Qk

– p.42/50
������������

Scale invariant extension of the SM
with strongly interacting hidden sector



Model-II

Effective lagrangian far below Λh,χ ≈ 4πΛh

Lfull = Leff
hidden + LSM + Lmixing

Leff
hidden =

v2
h

4
Tr[∂µΣh∂µΣ†

h] +
v2
h

2
Tr[λSµh(Σh + Σ†

h)]

LSM = −
λ1

2
(H†

1H1)
2 −

λ1S

2
H†

1H1S
2 −

λS

8
S4

Lmixing = −v2
hΛ2

h

!

κH
H†

1H1

Λ2
h

+ κS
S2

Λ2
h

+ κ′
S

S

Λh

+ O(
SH†

1H1

Λ3
h

,
S3

Λ3
h

)

"

≈ −v2
h

#

κHH†
1H1 + κSS2 + Λhκ′

SS
$

– p.43/50

������������

3 neutral scalars : h,  S and hidden sigma meson
Assume h-sigma is heavy enough for simplicity



Relic densityModel-II: Relic densities of Ωπh
h2

Ωπhh
2 in the (mh1

,mπh) plane for
(a) vh = 500 GeV and tan β = 1,

(b) vh = 1 TeV and tan β = 2.

– p.46/50
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Direct Detection RateModel-II: Direct detection rates

[GeV]
h
πM

10
2

10
3

10

]2
[c

m
S

I
σ

-49
10

-46
10

-43
10

-40
10

-37
10

-34
10

 < 0.096 2hΩ 

 0.122 ≤ 2hΩ ≤ 0.096 
CDMS-II(2004+2005)

XENON10(136kg-d)

CDMS-2007 projected

XMASS

super CDMS-1 ton

 = 1 TeV
h

v

 = 500 GeV
h

v

σSI(πhp → πhp) as functions of mπh.
the upper one: vh = 500 GeV and tan β = 1,

the lower one: vh = 1 TeV and tan β = 2.

– p.47/50������������



So far

• I discussed dark pion DM as WIMP


• SIMP scenario is also possible if we include Wess-
Zumino-Witten term : talk by Alex Natale on Wed



Some Thoughts
• Appraisal of local gauge symmetry : well tested in the SM, 

and could be relevant to DM physics

• Scale symmetry (?) : probably the only way to understand 
the origin of mass (especially the masses of scalar bosons 
and Dirac fermions)

• Pure gauge singlet (?) : all the known particles carry some 
gauge charges, and no singlet particle found yet in Nature

• Why is there no higher dim representation of gauge group 
for matter fields ? And why no scalars found other than H?

And of course a lot of questions you can ask !
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Results

Marco Delmastro Diphoton searches in ATLAS 10

2878 events (mγγ > 200 GeV)

SPIN-0 ANALYSIS SPIN-2 ANALYSIS

5066 events (mγγ > 200 GeV)

background-only fit background-only fit



One scenario: gluon fusion + diphoton decay via loop �

Production: gluon fusion� Diphoton decay channel�

g�

g�

γ�

γ�
Colored particle�

Charged particle�

1. Introduction�

It is not easy to get σ(gg→ΦNew)BR(ΦNew→γγ)~5 fb�

Ex) Two Higgs doublet Model (Type-II)�

σ(gg→H)~850 fb × cot2β� 

BR(H→γγ)~O(10-5) 

σ(gg→A)~850 fb × 2cot2β� 

BR(A→γγ)~O(10-5) 

We need exotic colored and/or charged particles�
Let us discuss simple case of (SM) singlet scalar boson + exotic particles �

(Angelescu, Djouadi, Moreau arxiv:1512.0492)�



Basic Questions
• Raison d’être of (fundamental?) singlet scalar and vector-

like fermions ? Completely singlet particles ???

• Uncomfortable to have a completely singlet

• Two Options : Another new Higgs boson related with 

- New spontaneously broken gauge symmetry, or 

- Composite (pseudo)scalar boson

• Why vector like fermions have EW scale mass ?



Answers
• New chiral U(1)’ symmetry broken by new singlet scalar (Higgs)

• 750 GeV excess ~ U(1)’ breaking scalar (could be even dark Higgs)

• Vectorlike fermions : chiral under new U(1)’ , anomaly cancellation, 
and get massive by new Higgs mechanism ~ EW scale mass

• Can we generate phi(750) decay width ~ 45 GeV without any 
conflict with the known constraints ?

• Yes, if phi(750) mainly decays into new particles 

• Many examples : (i) Leptophobic U(1)’ with fermions in the 
fundamental representation of E6, (ii) anther similar 2HDM + singlet 
model (iii) Dark  U(1)’ plus dark sector, Dark Higgs decay into a pair 
of Z’



Some Thoughts
• Appraisal of local gauge symmetry : well tested in the SM, 

and could be relevant to DM physics

• Scale symmetry (?) : probably the only way to understand 
the origin of mass (especially the masses of scalar bosons 
and Dirac fermions)

• Pure gauge singlet (?) : all the known particles carry some 
gauge charges, and no singlet particle found yet in Nature

• Why is there no higher dim representation of gauge group 
for matter fields ? And why no scalars found other than H?

And of course a lot of questions you can ask !



Cautions on EFT



π± → µ±ν, e±ν decay
Naive guess does not work. WHY ?

L = yπl̄ν

This works better.

L =
1

Λ
∂µπl̄γ

µ(1− γ5)ν

This implies that the vector mediator between the
leptonic current and the hadronic current

Vector field ∼ gauge field couples to the conserved
current and show the universality

Note that τ(π±) = 2.6× 10−8, vs. τ(µ) = 2.2× 10−6

Universality ?

Beyond Standard Model – p. 33/80



π± → µ±ν, e±ν decay (cont’d)
Eventually the correct answer is

L =
GF√
2
ūγµ(1− γ5)dl̄γ

µ(1− γ5)ν

with < 0|ūγµγ5d|π(q) >= ifπqµ (fπ = 93 MeV)

Vector interaction : gauge interaction which has
Universality

But gauge fields can couple to conserved currents

Then K, η were discovered below proton mass
:SU(2)f → SU(3)f

And ρ mesons were discovered in the I = J = 1 channel
in the ππ scattering

Beyond Standard Model – p. 34/80



Something for future ?
• Test SM as many ways as possible : need improved 

understanding of PQCD; measurements of Higgs self 
couplings, Yukawa couplings, etc.

• Resolve some current anomalies : muon g-2, proton 
radius in monic hydrogen, B physics anomalies, etc

• Cover the WIMP parameter space from LHC, DM 
(in)direct detection as much as possible

• Axion/axion-like particle search



• Complete (or better) understanding of neutrinos (Majorana vs. Dirac, 
CP phase, mass ordering, sterile neutrino, etc.)

• New particles around EW scale accessible at the LHC ? (SUSY, extra 
dim, new scalars/fermions/vectors, etc.)

• What would be the new or interesting energy scale, if nothing is found 
at the HL LHC ?

• Connection between particle physics & cosmology (collider, (in)direct 
DM search vs. gravitational wave, CMS, LSS, etc. )

• DE, DR, DM interactions (data vs. theory) ? (DM-DR interactions for 
relaxing the tension between H0 and sigma8 in 3 papers with Yong Tang 
; 1608.01083, PLB;1609.02307, PLB;1706.05605, PLB(with Nagata))



Hope to see something 
new/unexpected from 
on-going experiments


